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In December 2007, a harsh ice storm impacted the entire service territory of Ark Valley Electric Cooperative Association, Inc. (AVEC), which
provides electrical service to nine Kansas counties. During the storm, AVEC’s aerial electrical utility plant sustained extensive damage due to
excessive ice accumulation on overhead conductors, high winds, and broken tree limbs that fell onto distribution lines. All of AVEC’s distribution
circuits experienced outages and suffered some extent of damage, including broken or leaning poles, broken or stretched conductors, pulled guy
anchors, broken cross-arms, and bent insulator pins.
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SUMMARY:
Distribution Line Storm Repair

GOALS:
• Meet critical schedule for complete
restoration
• Develop automated line-staking solution
to speed design, minimize errors, and
simplify materials aspect
• Restore system to pre-storm conditions
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PROJECT ASPECTS:
• Inspection required for 1,187 miles of
aerial distribution line
• Rebuilt 692 miles and repaired another
183 miles
• Met requirements for RUS design
standards while satisfying substantial
FEMA documentation obligations
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HIGHLIGHTS:
• Met crucial schedule milestones and
delivered on time and on budget
• Managed 76 FEMA subprojects and more
than a dozen contractors
• Automated the staking process and
implemented a streamlined procurement
and warehousing system

A P P L I C AT I O N :
AVEC engaged in a massive initial emergency effort to restore power to the cooperative’s members/customers
and enlisted outside help from up to 370 contracted line workers from 30 different companies. Approximately
1,935 poles and 1,143 cross-arms were replaced at that time, as well as 168,000 feet of conductor, 132
transformers, and 218 arresters. Approximately 17,000 splices were installed to reconnect broken conductors
that had been subjected to excessive tension beyond their ultimate breaking strength.
Many of the rebuilt lines were leaning because it was not feasible to properly tamp around the poles due to
the accumulation of mud, snow, and ice. A significant number of construction units replaced during the initial
service restoration also had mismatched pins and insulators resulting from the limited availability of materials.
AVEC approached ESC engineering, Inc. (ESC) to conduct a field line evaluation to determine the corrective
measures required to return AVEC’s aerial distribution lines to pre-storm conditions. The intent was for ESC to
follow up this evaluation with design and project management for the actual restoration of the system, which
was estimated at $50,000,000.

R E QU I R E M E N T S :
• Following the initial service restoration, provide engineering design, GIS, and project management services
for the repair and replacement of aerial distribution facilities that were damaged by the December 2007 ice
storm
• Develop and implement a customized Partner Software solution with a robust GIS interface to assist with
field inspection and staking of all potentially damaged distribution lines, and provide materials itemization,
requisition, and inventory management
• Prepare construction bidding documents and cost estimates; recommend contractors and product manufacturers; and provide contractor and materials procurement oversight, quality control, and substantiating
documentation for FEMA
• Conduct post-construction inspection to ensure that work performed by numerous electrical line contractors
adhered to Rural Utilities Service (RUS) standards and specifications

CHALLENGE:
ESC faced three primary challenges for this large-scale project: the need to ramp up quickly with technically qualified employees and contractors who had experience and expertise in distribution-line design and construction, the
requirement to work within a fixed project budget, and the stipulation to complete the entire project within an accelerated timeframe. Although FEMA allocated up to three years to rebuild and replace damaged lines, AVEC requested
that all work be completed within a 26-month window from beginning to end of construction.
continued on back.
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The immense scope of work for this project was divided into 76 FEMA subprojects based on designated
geographic line segments. ESC provided project management and quality control for a dozen contractors
and manufacturers and oversaw 83 design, construction and procurement contracts associated with
these project vendors. Task scheduling was revised to coordinate with new and existing contractor timetables and often required accommodating several different priorities and agendas.

SOLUTION:
ESC pulled together a qualified team of professional engineers, aerial line designers, and inspectors, and
helped organize everyone, including the construction contractors who were tasked with meeting the expedited
completion deadline.
A rating system was developed to determine which pole units and equipment should be repaired or replaced.
Lines with Copperweld/COPPER (CWC) conductors were the primary focus as they were predominately older
and constructed on longer spans with a lower breaking strength than newer #2 and larger ACSR conductors.
All CWC lines were inspected by field crews to assess the condition of each conductor and pole unit and
specify necessary repair or replacement materials and equipment. These crews conducted a visual inspection
of 1,187 miles of CWC line and determined that 875 miles had been damaged by the ice storm. ESC recommended that 183 miles be repaired and that the remaining 692 miles be completely rebuilt.
The latest GIS and Partner Software automated line-staking solution was utilized to assist with the field inspection, validate line design calculations, and provide computerized staking sheets and integrated mapping
for all line modifications and replacements. The design and software also provided inventory itemization and
a list of materials required to repair or rebuild AVEC’s aerial distribution plant.

R E S U LT S :
The primary components for a successful project required a delicate balance of cost, speed,
and quality. Because the time frame for completion was accelerated and budgetary costs
were locked in, ESC paid particular attention
to the quality aspects of this expansive project.
Helping to organize the warehouse and developing the computerized accounting system were
crucial factors in maximizing efficiency and minimizing oversights or scheduling conflicts, while
providing targeted project management with an
emphasis on quality control. ESC completed
the project on budget, meeting the cost component of the project, and finished the work within
AVEC’s desired timeframe, meeting the client’s
scheduling needs. A focused project-management approach and the quality-assurance measures incorporated into the project provided the
necessary controls to deliver the high standards
required for the project.

FOLLOW-UP:

An integrated Partner Software solution for AVEC’s warehouse system was designed that significantly streamlined inventory management by communicating directly between the field GIS and accounting systems. Material ordering, inventory control and accounting processing times were expedited while errors were minimized.
What would have taken weeks under the existing system was reduced to days or even hours. Separate orders
were placed for each of the 76 FEMA subprojects, and materials for each construction unit were ordered and
bundled by subproject. This approach minimized the need to maintain a large warehouse inventory of required
materials and staff to complete the job.

ESC has worked with AVEC since the late 1980s.
This rebuild project is one of several conducted
for this valued client, including restoration work
following a severe ice-loading and high-wind
storm in 2005 that also extensively damaged
a significant portion of the cooperative’s aerial
distribution plant.

A sophisticated tracking system was developed to coordinate all aspects of this project, from initial contract
bidding and selection to budgeting oversight, quality control of contractor work and materials requisition,
inventory management, RUS and FEMA specifications, and project close-out – including final line inspection
and cleanup. Deviations from project deliverables were noted and necessary adjustments were made to keep
project elements on task.

AVEC was pleased to have the restoration work
completed within the desired timeline and is
considering several sizeable projects on other
portions of the system for which ESC would provide project management and design solutions.
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For more information, contact: Larry Tuxhorn, Project Manager
Email: planning@thinkesc.com
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